
Opening Doors: Glashan Student Wellbeing and 
Mental Health Symposium Presentations

April 20th, 2018 • 9:15 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Keynote Speaker - Gym
Jeremy Dias is the  Director of the Canadian Centre for Gender and Sexual Diversity. In his 

keynote address, Jeremy will discuss the effects of bullying by sharing his experiences as he 

faced racism and homophobia in a rural Ontario school and how he overcame discrimination by 

setting legal case precedents, eventually starting a not-for-profit organization. This presentation 

focuses on how discrimination and bullying affected Jeremy's mental health, and the need to 

create supportive environments for everyone. 

Jeremy Dias, Canadian Centre for Gender and Sexual Diversity

Glashan’s Grade 8 students will have their choice of any two of the following sessions.

The Whole Day Matters for Health and Wellness! - Room # 211
It is well known that sleeping well, reducing screen time, moving more, and eating a balanced diet should be included in the 

package for good health. These lifestyle behaviours are not only associated with positive physical and mental outcomes but 

also interact and influence one another. This presentation will provide key messages about exercise, screen time, the 

importance of play, and making sure you are having fun!

Caroline Dutil, CHEO Research Institute

https://ccgsd-ccdgs.org/jeremy-dias-3/

Mental Wellness 101 - Room # 209
Our Mental Wellness 101 presentation is geared at teaching youth what mental health is, how to talk about it, and how to 

see the warning signs of mental health concerns. The presentation will include activities that will be fun and engaging.

Fiona Cooligan & Shea Karst, YouthNet/ReseauAdo

The Mad Gab - Room # 210
This session is presented by nurses from Ottawa Public Health and will include an interactive Mental Health (Mad Gab) trivia 

game that provides key messages around building resiliency, coping skills, body image, and dealing with stress.

Kirsten Coupland & Catherine Lupien, Ottawa Public Health – School Health Program

https://ccgsd-ccdgs.org/jeremy-dias-3/


Me, Glashan, and My Mom's Mental Illness - Room # 214
While Von Allan was at Glashan in the 1980s, he seemed like every other student; he coped with his homework, school 

events, bullying, and he mostly kept his head down. But nobody knew, not even his teachers, that he was also coping with a 

mentally ill single mom and a chaotic family life. Von will talk about what it was like dealing with school while also living 

through a parent’s mental health problems, nervous breakdowns, and hospitalizations. He will also discuss his coping 

mechanisms (art, comics, and books).

Von Allan, Former Glashan Student

Talking Circle & Hand Drumming - Learning Commons
This session focuses on the importance of the Talking Circle and Hand Drumming in Indigenous culture and wellbeing. The 

Talking Circle reminds us to be humble with ourselves and others in our community. Students will also be introduced to the 

significance of a traditional hand drum, how it is made, along with traditional songs that Sharon will teach to the participants 

with the use of her hand drum.

Sharon Lupichuk, Wabano Centre

Ditch Dependance: School Based Treatment Programs - Room # 216
Rideauwood offers prevention and treatment programs for substance use and problematic screen time in all Public and 

Catholic High Schools in Ottawa. Learn about the difference Rideauwood makes in the lives of students and their families in 

supporting student wellbeing and mental health.

Erica Braunovan, Rideauwood Addiction and Family Services

Two Sides - Room # 213
This presentation focuses on Chris’  battle with mental illness, and his journey to find hope, resilience, purpose in  his life. 

Chris lived a lie for a decade, hiding his illnesses in fear of prejudice and discrimination. Chris has an important message for 

today’s youth. When we seek help we find hope. With hope comes healing, which ultimately brings forth happiness. These 

steps are essential in finding a positive and purposeful life. 

Chris Nihmey, Royal Ottawa Hospital/Two Sides

Head Injuries in Children - Room # 215
The presentation will address head injuries in children and their prevention. Concussions will be discussed including their 

recognition, management and the reintegration into school and sports. This is particularly important in the 13-14 year old 

group where there are a high number of sports-related injuries.

Tassy Lyras, Tyler Lisacek, & Bob Linney, Ottawa Think First/Parachute

Deepening the Understanding: LGBTQ Community Supports - Room # 212
Jeremy will help students deepen their understanding of supports available within the LGBTQ community  by explaining 

various topics connected to mental health and well-being including gender identity, gender expression, and sexual 

orientation and the resources available for support. Jeremy will discuss the infinite variations possible and normalize LGBTQ 

experiences/identities.

Jeremy Dias, Canadian Centre for Gender and Sexual Diversity
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